DSSA students workshop produced solutions to exchange
polluted and overpopulated cities into green habitats with
healthy living conditions.

Hamburg Feb. 6th, 2017

“The Bengaluru Team”
Students and Staff from the Architectural Faculty of the Dayananda Sagar University,
Bengaluru,- together with Prof. Dr. Florian Betzler, Architect and Developer from Germany
the students build a vision of a new city.

http://dayanandasagar.edu/dsce/index.php
www.betzler.net - Climate Architect Dr. Florian Betzler, Germany
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BYE BYE CLIMATE CHANCE,
BYE BYE WATER SHORTAGE,

BYE BYE PULUTION,- WELCOME FUTURE CITY AND
HOUSING DESIGN
Citation of a student talking about her design approach.: „I want to live with my family in a
green city where everyone has access to clean water, clean air, heathy food, good jobs and a
nice home.”

The workshop was conducted by architect and developer Dr. Florian Betzler from Germany.
Betzler is specialized in architecture and environmental developments. He was honoured with
an invitation from Dean Dr. Rama RS for the third consecutive year, working with highly
motivated young professionals concerning themselves with a global architectural program,
focussing on the big issues of green and sustainable future architecture.
Bangalore´s urban situation equals many other places around the world. A rapid developing
economy is slowed down by infrastructural side effects. Water shortage, climate change,
unhygienic conditions - it’s getting hotter,
The population increases its growth by the day and an infrastructural weakness making life
not only stressful, but also being responsible for many problems regarding efficiency,
healthcare issues and quality of live.
Therefore, specialists from different faculties around the world are searching intensively for
the solutions to those problems.
Betzler has concerned himself with theses struggles and was able to gain further insights by
teaching in various affected countries. Besides teaching environmental architecture Betzler
has spoken at various conventions to raise awareness and providing his concept of greenery

on buildings. This concept has the power to reverse the dramatical effects of human kind on
planet earth.
Dr. Betzler

He placed the desire for a green city vision as a key term in his innovation scheme. Together
with the DSSA students they demonstrate how to build iconic landmark buildings with a clear
and modern aesthetic with almost zero energy demand and a completely new water and air
cleaning solutions within a 3-day workshop, turning the city heat island effect back beyond
cero.

Picture students at class building cutting foam

Moreover, he is teaching the students about his architectural design scheme. This includes two
new key figures, the Green Density Factor (GDF) and the Green Cooling Factor (GCF).
The idea behind his scheme is based on his observation from trees. They not only harvest their
water over the year, in order to survive dry periods. They also increase their efficiency the
larger they get.
So, Betzler’ original idea was to build real estate with the same properties. By succeeding to
do so we became a big step closer to the healthy future city and its demands.
The GDF simply describes a factor of how much exterior green a building has to contain on it
exterior elevations and the roof regarding to the relation of the ground sealing ground floor.
The GCF then calculates the water that this exterior greenery will evaporate in order to
produce clean air, filter pollution out of the waters as well harvests the entire rain from this
property, so that the local rain cycle is closed again.
Furthermore, the evaporation will generate evaporation cooling. The result of this calculation
shows how much cooling is released into the city space, in order to reduce the city heat and
dust.
The results are compelling!
Iconic building designs made by the students not only have the power to push out the concrete
desserts we call our cities today, but also reversing the climate change as well as increase the
yearly amount of rain over all measured on as larger scale.
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After attending an introducing lecture the students had the opportunity to build their first
green design model.
Together in 10 teams of 3 students each , diverse from various educational levels they built a
future city model using foam board for up to 500.000 inhabitants. They have a fresh and new
approach to design and architecture in general, the ideas have been great and the impact of the
future buildings in their cities is reduced to almost nothing.
Pics: Model in progress

One student asked in which of the building he would like to live he answered spontaneously
„in all of them “.

Together the group agrees that this scheme will have potential in answering many desperate
questions for the future, not only in Bangalore but also in similar urban environments.

Pic: Students building the city model

The students calculated the factors GDF/GCF from one chosen skyscraper design.

The results show clearly that this design alone would have the capacity to develop six times
more green space than the area which was used to construct the building.
Also it can cool the city climate like an air colling facility about 10 times more than a normal,
similar building built on today’s standards would heat up the city.
These building designs fight the climate change where it starts, in the city, as well as cleaning
air and water. Not to forget the beauty of nature, which is imported back into the city.
Using the water body for HVAC (Heating/Ventilation/Air-conditioning/Cooling) would allow
a near zero energy efficiency, which will reduce the running cost tremendously compared to
usual buildings, this bares a huge economical potential compared to standard construction and
usual developments.
The workshop left a model of a new city in a scale 1:500 at DSSA. The student now work
together on a video presenting their way to achieve all that and share their knowledge with
others.
Pic: Ready build model

“The students were very open minded and motivated” said Betzler. They comprehended the
advantages and the chances very fast. I am excited to see new innovations and their way from
the scratch board into a development. The students understood that the time to act is now as
the effects of overpopulation, water shortage and such are already very noticeable.
Let’s see how far this „Bangalore Team” will bring innovations to this fast growing region
with already todays water shortage, pollution and overcrowding population. The knowledge
for a change in design modes is at DSSA available.
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The students model is still is on exhibition at the architectural faculty building at DSSA
campus, and Dean Dr. Rama RS is happy explain and present it to interested groups. Dr.
Betzler will be back for further teachings and workshops next year.
For further Information please visit also www.betzler.net.

